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Belarca Records presents Rhythm of Silence, a new solo album by Japanese pianist Erika Tazawa, who now makes her home in the US.

Rhythm of Silence is a program of 21st century piano music from the US, Italy and The Netherlands.

Music on the album is composed by Francesco Di Fiore, Douwe Eisenga, Marc Mellits, Matteo Sommacal and William Susman.

Erika Tazawa started her piano career in 2004 and has performed hundreds of concerts worldwide.

She has appeared at international festivals presenting music of contemporary composers.
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ERIKA TAZAWA, PIANO

Hailed as “a superb collaborator, boldly undertaking the demanding keyboard parts with boundless technique, dynamic range, and expressive understanding” by American Record Guide, pianist Erika Tazawa has captured audiences internationally.

Winner of the prestigious Beverly Hills National Auditions in 2013, Tazawa is quickly gaining the reputation as a leading artist in the field of chamber music and vocal accompanying. Her performances have been featured in radio programs such as BBC London, National Public Radio’s Performance Today, and WSKG New York. A passionate advocate of new works, Tazawa enjoys partnerships with contemporary composers performing both solo piano and in ensembles.

There is nothing more inspiring than working with people who truly love what they do.

Recording on a Ravenscroft had been a dream of mine since I first discovered the company and its marvelous pianos in 2011; I also could not have found a better venue, the Musical Instrument Museum, and the recording engineer Jim Zick who knew exactly how to capture the elements.

The honest and beautiful music on this album are by the composers I admire, and I am humbled to be given the opportunity to share my vision of these works.

— Erika Tazawa
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TRACK LISTING & COMPOSER CREDITS

WILLIAM SUSMAN
FRANCESCO DI FIORE
2. Discovery 1:57
3. Hush 4:50
4. Sketch 1:51
DOUWE EISENGA
5. Theme from Wiek (2009) 10:50
WILLIAM SUSMAN
MATTEO SOMMACAL
WILLIAM SUSMAN
MARC MELLITS
Agu (2004)
9. I. Audio 3:11
10. II. Triumph of the Water Witch 1:31
11. III. You’re a Fake! 9:09
TOTAL TIME: 54:42
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